Mechanical properties of the coronary vasculature: indirect evaluation.
Information on the mechanical properties of the coronary vascular bed can be obtained indirectly by modelling the vascular system. This indirect approach, unlike 'in vitro' measurements, allows to take into account the vasomotor conditions of the circulatory district as well as the effect of the surrounding embedding tissue on the vascular performance. An experimental manoeuvre of sudden occlusion and subsequent release of the thoracic descendent aorta on 5 anaesthetized dogs with open pericardium induces a step-like variation in the coronary perfusion pressure and the occurrence of oscillations in the mean coronary flow. Such a behaviour can be described using a second-order model ('windkessel'+inductance, which takes into account blood inertia in the large vessels). The value of the coefficients entering the equations have been obtained with a 'best-fit' procedure (minimum of the chi-squared variable) on the haemodynamical data. Coefficient variations are in agreement with the direct estimation of the myocardial compliance and volume, measured by Ultrasound Echocardiographic imaging (4-chamber projection mode).